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Abstract: Gossans are surficial deposits that form in host bedrock by the alteration of sulphides
by acidic and oxidizing fluids. These deposits are typically a few meters to kilometers in size and
they constitute important vectors to buried ore deposits. Hundreds of gossans have been mapped
by field geologists in sparsely vegetated areas of the Canadian Arctic. However, due to Canada’s
vast northern landmass, it is highly probable that many existing occurrences have been missed.
In contrast, a variety of remote sensing data has been acquired in recent years, allowing for a broader
survey of gossans from orbit. These include band ratioing or methods based on principal component
analysis. Spectrally, the 809 gossans used in this study show no significant difference from randomly
placed points on the Landsat 8 imageries. To overcome this major issue, we propose a deep learning
method based on convolutional neural networks and relying on geo big data (Landsat-8, Arctic digital
elevation model lithological maps) that can be used for the detection of gossans. Its application in
different regions in the Canadian Arctic shows great promise, with precisions reaching 77%. This first
order approach could provide a useful precursor tool to identify gossans prior to more detailed
surveys using hyperspectral imaging.

Keywords: gossan; deep learning; convolutional neural network; geo big data; multispectral; Landsat;
Canadian Arctic

1. Introduction

Supergene weathering and oxidation of massive sulphide deposits often leads to the formation
of iron caps between the surface and the water table (Figure 1). These gossans are dominated by the
presence of silica, goethite, hematite and jarosite [1]. Depending on the relative abundance of these
minerals, gossans are characterized by red to yellow hues [2,3].Gossans are of interest to geologists
because they constitute vectors to economic mineral deposits (e.g., [4,5]). Also, the oxidation of
oxide-sulphide gossans in permafrost constitutes an analogue for natural acid mine drainage [6,7].
Therefore, gossans provide valuable environmental proxies in areas currently affected by climate
change (e.g., [8–14]) particularly in fragile ecosystems like the Arctic. Additionally, gossans located in
the permafrost regions are used to characterize comparable deposits on Mars and their potential to
harbour life [15].
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Figure 1. Illustration of a simplified gossan structure adapted from [3]. 
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out in remote, sparsely vegetated areas. Some gossans have already been studied from a remote 
sensing perspective. Their identification is generally possible by the observation of absorption 
features in their reflectance spectra by assuming that they are characterized by yellowish or reddish 
colors. As gossans are Fe-oxides/hydroxides rich, the main absorption peaks are causes by electronic 
processes between 0.45 µm and 0.9 µm for Fe2+, between 0.9 µm and 1.2 µm for Fe3+, and vibrational 
processes for Fe-OH bond around 2.2 µm [16–18]. Mapping Fe rich formation or gossans has been 
done for over four decades using Landsat multispectral scanners [19,20], or more recently, using 
Landsat 7 [3] or Landsat 8 [18,21,22]. The methods used in these studies consist mostly of Principal 
Components Analysis and bands ratios. For example the ratio 660/490 nm (B3/B1) of Landsat 7 
imagery clearly highlights the presence of the High Lake gossan in Canada [3]. The 1610/865 nm 
(B6/B5) of Landsat 8 imagery has also been successfully used to highlight gossans in Saudi Arabia 
[21]. This study also shows that gossans can be highlighted in Landsat 8 imagery following a principal 
component (PC) analysis, using a color composite of PC2 as red, PC3 as green, and PC4 as blue or by 
using the components 2, 3, and 4 of a minimum noise fraction (MNF) analysis. An iron feature depth 
(IFD) index, built on different ratios around Fe2+ and Fe3+ absorption features, was developed to 
map gossans [22,23]. 

However, while these different techniques have shown to be useful to detect gossans in specific 
settings, none of them appears suitable to identify gossans with various compositions or associated 
with different bedrock compositions. A test of these methods to detect gossans mapped in various 
locations across the Canadian Arctic yielded a very low success rate. Indeed, our experiments based 
on band ratioing and iron feature depth (IFD) index demonstrate that gossans are undistinguishable 
from randomly placed points (see Section 4). 

On the other hand, machine learning techniques can perform a task without being explicitly 
programmed to do so. The most useful methods derive from neural networks, especially deep 
learning algorithms, that outperform other machine learning techniques. Convolutional neural 
networks (CNN) have been widely used ever since the initial successes obtained in computer vision 
[24]. CNNs can extract specific features from an image with very little supervision. This type of 
network has reached a success rate that even surpasses human recognition capacity [25]. Thanks to 
CNNs, companies have developed powerful applications in fields such as image recognition [25,26], 
object detection [27,28], semantic segmentation [27,29] amongst others. In remote sensing 
applications, CNNs has proved to be efficient to identify different object classes (e.g., roads, 
buildings, forest, or water bodies) or to segment those within images [30,31]. 

In this study, we propose a new method with a few steps to identify gossans of various 
compositions based on a simple CNN architecture and Landsat 8 data. A CNN is trained for binary 
image classification, and the result enables the user to determine if a gossan is present or absent in 
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Figure 1. Illustration of a simplified gossan structure adapted from [3].

Remote predictive mapping of gossans is widely used in mineral exploration surveys carried out
in remote, sparsely vegetated areas. Some gossans have already been studied from a remote sensing
perspective. Their identification is generally possible by the observation of absorption features in their
reflectance spectra by assuming that they are characterized by yellowish or reddish colors. As gossans
are Fe-oxides/hydroxides rich, the main absorption peaks are causes by electronic processes between
0.45 µm and 0.9 µm for Fe2+, between 0.9 µm and 1.2 µm for Fe3+, and vibrational processes for
Fe-OH bond around 2.2 µm [16–18]. Mapping Fe rich formation or gossans has been done for over four
decades using Landsat multispectral scanners [19,20], or more recently, using Landsat 7 [3] or Landsat
8 [18,21,22]. The methods used in these studies consist mostly of Principal Components Analysis and
bands ratios. For example the ratio 660/490 nm (B3/B1) of Landsat 7 imagery clearly highlights the
presence of the High Lake gossan in Canada [3]. The 1610/865 nm (B6/B5) of Landsat 8 imagery has
also been successfully used to highlight gossans in Saudi Arabia [21]. This study also shows that
gossans can be highlighted in Landsat 8 imagery following a principal component (PC) analysis, using
a color composite of PC2 as red, PC3 as green, and PC4 as blue or by using the components 2, 3, and 4
of a minimum noise fraction (MNF) analysis. An iron feature depth (IFD) index, built on different
ratios around Fe2+ and Fe3+ absorption features, was developed to map gossans [22,23].

However, while these different techniques have shown to be useful to detect gossans in specific
settings, none of them appears suitable to identify gossans with various compositions or associated
with different bedrock compositions. A test of these methods to detect gossans mapped in various
locations across the Canadian Arctic yielded a very low success rate. Indeed, our experiments based
on band ratioing and iron feature depth (IFD) index demonstrate that gossans are undistinguishable
from randomly placed points (see Section 4).

On the other hand, machine learning techniques can perform a task without being explicitly
programmed to do so. The most useful methods derive from neural networks, especially deep learning
algorithms, that outperform other machine learning techniques. Convolutional neural networks (CNN)
have been widely used ever since the initial successes obtained in computer vision [24]. CNNs can
extract specific features from an image with very little supervision. This type of network has reached a
success rate that even surpasses human recognition capacity [25]. Thanks to CNNs, companies have
developed powerful applications in fields such as image recognition [25,26], object detection [27,28],
semantic segmentation [27,29] amongst others. In remote sensing applications, CNNs has proved to be
efficient to identify different object classes (e.g., roads, buildings, forest, or water bodies) or to segment
those within images [30,31].

In this study, we propose a new method with a few steps to identify gossans of various
compositions based on a simple CNN architecture and Landsat 8 data. A CNN is trained for binary
image classification, and the result enables the user to determine if a gossan is present or absent in
each Landsat 8 image. The method was tested using the locations of hundreds of gossans previously
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identified and mapped in the Canadian Arctic. Based on previous studies [18,21,32], Landsat 8 data
may be used because of it is spectrally rich and there is broad coverage of Canada’s Arctic regions.
The results demonstrate that geo big data [33] could be used to identify gossans in poorly-vegetated
areas of the Canadian Arctic and other parts of the circum-Arctic landmass.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Region of Study

Natural Resources Canada has made considerable efforts to map Canada’s northern geology in
the past decades. For example, since 2008, the geo-mapping for energy and minerals was developed to
help to unlock the full mineral and energy potential in the North, and to promote responsible land
development [34]. Consequently, geological mapping has been conducted in the field by various teams
over the years, and abundant gossaneous exposures were identified. However, these gossaneous
exposures are currently reported in different maps, reports, and scientific publications. The first step in
our study was to identify the location of gossanous deposits in the Canadian Arctic that could be used
to train and validate the model. This resulted in the identification of 809 exposures which had the
most precise coordinates for our study. These exposures were either reported with coordinates in a
publication, consisted of shapefiles in the GEOSCAN database, or they could be easily recognizable in
Google Earth Pro or Earth Explorer based on the figures included in each geological report. The 809
gossans used in this study are grouped into six clusters as can be seen in Figure 2. The geological
map of the Arctic bedrock compiled by [35] was selected to provide context for our study. This map
shows that the gossans from our study can be found on 35 different lithologies. This wide variety of
geological contexts is part of the difficulty to identify them. For instance, on the Axel Heiberg Island
(cluster 6), most of the gossans are embedded in sandstones, shales, or anhydrites from the Mesozoic
era. The gossans from the cluster 5 are mostly in Neoarchean mafic to intermediate volcanic flows
and greywackes, some of them related to felsic intrusions. Most of the gossans from the cluster 1 are
in metamorphosed siliciclastic rocks dated from the Paleoproterozoic. For more detailed geological
settings, please read the description of the geological map from [35].
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2.2. Satellite Imagery

Landsat 8 was launched on 11 February 2013. This satellite has 2 instruments called the Operational
Land Imager (OLI) and the Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS). The OLI acquires data in nine spectral
channels between 0.43 and 2.29 µm with a spatial resolution varying between 15 m (panchromatic
channel) and 30 m (multispectral channels) per pixel (Table 1). The TIRS acquires data in two spectral
channels between 10.60 and 12.51 µm with a spatial resolution of 100 m per pixel. The data acquired
by OLI were preferred because of their higher spatial resolution.

Table 1. Summary of the OLI bands from Landsat 8.

Spectral Range Spatial Resolution

Band 1 Costal aerosol 0.43–0.45 µm 30 m

Band 2 Blue 0.450–0.51 µm 30 m

Band 3 Green 0.53–0.59 µm 30 m

Band 4 Red 0.64–0.67 µm 30 m

Band 5 Near-Infrared 0.85–0.88 µm 30 m

Band 6 SWIR 1 1.57–1.65 µm 30 m

Band 7 SWIR 2 2.11–2.29 µm 30 m

Band 8 Panchromatic 0.50–0.68 µm 15 m

Band 9 Cirrus 1.36–1.38 µm 30 m

All the OLI data used in our study belongs to the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Landsat
8 Surface Reflectance. The process to obtain surface reflectance images from raw data is described in
the Landsat 8 Surface Reflectance Code (LASRC) product guide [36]. At high latitude, the atmospheric
model used to correct the reflectance could be inappropriate because of high solar zenith angle.
Consequently, objects with very high or very low reflectance can be affected and snow results in
reflectance values higher than 1. It is a known computational artifact acknowledged by the USGS.
Nonetheless, the spectra of other objects like rocks or vegetation seem correct. Landsat 8 was used
as the data covered all our areas of study with no cloud and very small amount of snow. In Google
Earth Engine (GEE), a script can be written to filter the dates of acquisition for the data. As the region
of interest is far North, only images acquired between June 30 and September 30 from 2014 to 2019
were selected to minimize the presence of snow cover. A cloud filter allows to keep only the data with
less than 2% of cloud cover. Finally, we chose 6 areas covering the 6 clusters of gossans. The smallest
image (cluster 6) covers 9000 km2 and the largest (cluster 2) covers 97,000 km2. To highlight the need
of a new method of gossaneous detection in our context, some results were compared with known
examples of the literature [3,21]. Hence, we also downloaded OLI imageries of the High lake gossan in
Canada and the Khunayqiyah gossans in Saudi Arabia.

A Digital Elevation Model of Canada from GEE provided by Natural Resources Canada [37] was
also downloaded. This DEM was derived by integrating various sources of elevation products between
1945 and 2011. The spatial resolution depends on the latitude but is in the same order as the OLI data
(~30 m). The vertical resolution varies between 2 and 16 m and is not always known.

2.3. Methodology

CNNs are built in layers, themselves made of neurons. The more the layers, the deeper the
network. The training is the iterative adjustment of the weight and the bias for each neuron that
minimizes the loss between the predicted output and the given label [38,39]. Each update is called
an iteration and an epoch is all the iterations required to see every training samples. The number of
epochs can vary depending on the obtained precision. The batch size controls the number of samples
“seen” by the model at each iteration before it updates its parameters. The amount of change in
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the weights and biases at each iteration is called learning rate. In some cases, overfitting can occur
during the training, especially with a small training dataset, so the model won’t generalize on new
data. A way to prevent overfitting is by adding a dropout layer [40]. This method makes the layers
be randomly treated-like layers with a different number of neurons and connectivity to the previous
layers. The number of epochs, the learning rate, the batch size, and the probability for the dropout
layer are some of the hyperparameters encountered in CNNs. The values for these hyperparameters
must be empirically found because they are dependent of the task to be accomplished. Table 2 shows
the range of values tested in the frame of our work.

Table 2. Hyperparameters values tested in the frame of our work.

Min Values Tested Kept Values Max Values Tested

Number of epochs 1 5–35 500

Learning rate 10−5 10−4–10−3 10−1

Batch size 16 64 256

Dropout probability 0.1 0.4–0.7 0.9

The architecture used in this study, built on pytorch, is inspired from [41]. The latter obtained
95.13% of precision in the classification of the SAT-6 dataset (barren land, trees, grassland, roads,
buildings, and water bodies). We chose 2-D convolutional layers with a kernel size of 3 and a stride of
1. Pooling layers lie after the first two convolution layer. After a third convolutional layer, a dropout
layer is placed to mitigate overfitting during the training. After the flattening operation, 3 linear fully
connected layers were used. The last one has a softmax binary exit for the presence or absence of
gossan on the tile, so the output is a number between 0 and 1 for each case. All the other layers have a
rectified linear unit (RELU) activation function that outputs directly the input value if positive or 0 if
negative. The optimizer is the adaptative moment estimation (Adam) [39] which is a type of stochastic
gradient descent algorithm and the loss criterion is the root mean squared error between predictions
and labels. The architecture used in our study possesses 93.954 trainable parameters and is shown in
the Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Representation of the convolutional neural network architecture used in this work. This
architecture comprises 93.954 training parameters. See main text for details (colors used for better
visualization).

To detect gossans in a variety of contexts, our goal was to develop a new and effective method
involving few steps and a simple CNN architecture. As the quality of the output is dependent of the
quality of the input, we decided to test four different datasets as inputs. Here we present the main steps
that we undertook, following the method depicted in Figure 3. Our method was tested using iteratively
four different datasets as input in the CNN. The first one is the multispectral OLI images converted
into reflectance values by the USGS [36]. We kept 7 bands as the cirrus band and the panchromatic
band were excluded. The second dataset is the OLI images stacked with the DEM, as gossans are more
resistant to erosion if a ferricrete is preserved, than the surrounding terrains. This suggests that a DEM
could provide a relevant information to discriminate the presence of gossans. The third dataset is an
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MNF dataset created from the 7 kept bands of the OLI images in ENVI (Environment for Visualizing
Images). A MNF consists of two rotations of principal components analysis [42], which separate the
information from the noise. A plot of the eigen values versus the eigen values numbers allows the user
to select the number of significant bands that minimize noise and redundant information. Following a
visual inspection, we decided to keep the first five MNF bands as the two others were noisy with eigen
values close to one. The fourth dataset consists of an MNF dataset created from the OLI images and
DEM. In this case, we also kept the first five bands for the same reason. All these data were masked for
water and snow areas with ENVI.

To train a CNN, one must construct matrices with their associated labels (presence or absence of
gossan). Hence, each OLI image has to be cut in tiles. [43] express how important the context could be
to classify a tile extracted from high resolution satellite imagery. This is also discussed in [44] and [31].
The authors explain that a tile should be large enough to give a context to the target, but small enough
to not have different objects in it. Gossans can greatly vary in size from a few meters to kilometers.
We decided to cut our images in 28 × 28 non-overlapping tiles (840 × 840 m). This area should be large
enough to cover a gossan and its immediate surroundings.

When a tile is built from the image, it is considered as positive if a known gossan is either on it or
at less than 4 pixels from it. For instance, if a gossan is very close to the border of a tile, the neighboring
one could present features corresponding to the presence of a gossan too. Not all the geographical
range of the images is cut in tiles because they cover tens of thousands of squared kilometers. As 809
gossans are used, which represents a small fractional area of the OLI images, most of the tiles would be
labeled as “negative”. For a balanced training dataset, an equal or nearly equal amount of positive
and negative tiles should be identified. To achieve this, each time a positive tile is built, a negative
tile is randomly built with no reported gossan on it (or closer than 4 pixels, or 120 m, from the tile).
This method raises the question of the false negative tiles. Indeed, a gossan could be present and not
being yet detected on a negative tile. We decided to test two approaches. The first approach considers
that the chance to have a false negative is small. Indeed, the area covered by the images is large
and gossans should be rare enough. Hence, the proportion of false negative in the training dataset
should be acceptable and not confusing for the trained model. The second approach decreases the
risk of false negative by using a lithological map. For the area of an image, all the known gossans are
intersected with their underlying lithology. A histogram is built from the count of the gossans per
lithology. Hence, all the negative tiles belonging to the lithology with the highest count are discarded.
This should lower the risk of having false negative in the dataset. In the positive dataset, we noticed
that gossans being often close to water bodies or sometimes snow, could be associated with no data
values (masks). For this case, we also tried two approaches. The first approach considers that these
cases occur rarely enough to not confuse the model. The second approach prevents tiles with more
than a certain proportion of no data values to be included in the positive dataset. We tried different
thresholds for the no data proportion accepted on a tile (25%, 50%, 100%) with and without lithological
“filtering”.

The size of the dataset to train a model is of a crucial importance. Indeed, a neural network needs
a lot of examples to “learn” the characteristic features of the object and limit overfitting. Different ways
are often used to “artificially” increase the amount of data such as cropping, rotating and flipping [45].
In our study, flipped tiles were used (up and down, left, and right) and 180◦ rotated tiles to multiply by
4 our original dataset. No cropping was done as we thought that tiles of 28 × 28 pixels were already
the lower limit.

The normalization is also a commonly used process for the data preparation. To do so, the absolute
minimum of the matrix is first added, so there are no more negative values as encountered in MNF
images. The matrix is then divided by its maximum value, resulting in a matrix that ranges from 0 to 1.
It is then subtracted by its mean and divided by its standard deviation. Hence, the matrix has a mean
of 0 and a unit variance.
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Our entire dataset contains around 8000 (depending on filters choices) tiles after the augmentation.
It is separated in 3 non equal datasets: the training, the validation, and the test datasets. The training
dataset that is used to adjust the weights and the biases of the model. The validation dataset is used to
evaluate the model between each epoch. The test dataset has never been seen by the model during the
training. It allows, at the end of the training, an objective measure of the effectiveness of the obtained
model to perform the assigned task. As these data are new to the model, it is equivalent to finding new
gossans in unexplored areas never and verifying their presence or absence. It is like having the ground
truth data collected before performing the prediction. In our study, we used 10%, 15%, and 20% of all
the non-augmented data for the test dataset. The remaining tiles were separated as 80% and 20% for
the training and the validation datasets respectively.

To evaluate the model, the precision metric only was used. Indeed, the recall or the F1 score
need the false negatives to be accounted. As discussed in the methodology section, the false negatives
cannot be identified so their use for evaluation could be misleading. Our method is summarized in
the Figure 4.
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3. Results

To explore the variability in the predictions based on different model configurations (the 4 datasets
with the different filtering conditions), it was necessary to choose a relevant range for the number of
epochs and the learning rates. Our trials showed that no significant improvement in the precision of
the model could be achieved after ~30 to 40 epochs (Figure 4). For the learning rate, we note that values
between 10 × 10−4 and 1.2 × 10−3 allowed to get better results (Figure 5). The batch size was set to 64
as greater values decreased precision and smaller values considerably increased the computing time.
Consequently, we focus the rest of our analysis on the CNN results obtained using hyperparameter
values within these ranges.
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Figure 5. Variability in the precision of the model using different configurations. (a) When the trained
model is applied on the test dataset, one can see that there is no significant improvement in the precision
after ~30 to 40 epochs. (b) The same is done while varying the learning rate values. The best results are
obtained between 10−4 and 1.2−3.

The Figure 5 presents an example of a CNN result obtained using hyperparameter values within
the ranges mentioned above. This precise example concerns the MNF dataset used as input, without a
lithological filter, for a “no data threshold” of 25%, a probability of 0.6 for the dropout layer, and a test
dataset representing 10% of the non-augmented data (228 tiles). Indeed, augmented data in our test
dataset would have been useless. Figure 6 shows the variability of the precisions, depending on the
chosen hyperparameters.
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Figure 6. Example of the overall CNN precisions obtained using number of epochs and lerning rates
values within the optimal ranges identified.

Overall, we produced 288 figures similar to Figure 6 in order to calculate the precisions obtained
using each configuration for the datasets. These configurations represent the four different datasets
used as input, the six filter configurations (no lithological filter, lithological filter each using no data
threshold of 100%, no data threshold of 50%, and no data threshold of 25%), 36 combinations of
numbers of epochs and learning rates, three sizes (10%, 15%, and 20% of the non-augmented data) of
the test dataset and four values for the dropout layer (0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7). To summarize this information,
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we present the best and the worst precision obtained for each dataset considering all the different
configurations as a whole (Figure 7). This illustrates the variability in the precisions retrieved during
the process. Figure 8 shows the same for the six different configurations.
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as a whole. “Overall max” is the highest precision obtained. “Overall mean” is the mean precision
obtained with its standard deviation. “Overall min” is the lowest precision obtained.
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Figure 8. Precisions obtained for each input dataset using six different filter configurations. “Overall
max” is the highest Precision obtained. “Overall mean” is the mean precision obtained with its standard
deviation. “Overall min” is the lowest precision obtained. NLF: no lithological filter, LF: lithological
filter, 1: no data threshold 100%, 0.5: no data threshold 50%, 0.25: no data threshold 25%. (a) Precisions
obtained on the OLI dataset only. (b) Precisions obtained when the OLI dataset is stacked with a DEM.
(c) Precisions obtained on the OLI dataset after using an MNF transform. (d) Precisions obtained on the
OLI dataset stacked with a DEM after performing an MNF transform.
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4. Discussion

To detect gossans in the Canadian Arctic, a CNN was trained multiple times with four different
datasets (OLI, OLI+DEM, MNF, MNF+DEM) with varying hyperparameters values (number of epochs,
learning rates, dropout probabilities).

Figure 7 demonstrates that performing an MNF before training the model, significantly improves
the results. Indeed, the best precisions obtained for the OLI and OLI+DEM datasets are respectively
68% and 70%. Concerning the MNF and MNF+DEM datasets, the precisions are 77% and 75%
respectively. These results suggest that redundant spatial information may confuse the network.
Consequently, further testing could be done with less than five MNF bands used herein. This figure
also demonstrates that, contrary as expected, the DEM did not bring relevant information to detect
gossans with a CNN. The increase of 2% for the highest precisions in the cases OLI and OLI+DEM
should not be considered as significant. Moreover, considering only the mean results for these datasets
(56% and 56.8%), the difference is negligible. This could be explained by the resolution of the DEM
used, the spatial resolution (30 m), and the vertical resolution (2–16 m) not being enough to detect
bumps associated with gossan presence. Still, the experiment should be conducted again with a DEM
having a higher resolution.

There is no obvious trend that could be extracted from the tests with different configurations
(Figure 8). It seems that no significant change occurs when applying or not a no data threshold. Most
of our tiles contain lakes that were masked. We wanted to verify that a model would not associate
gossans with no data on a general trend. With no threshold, the number of tiles used in our dataset
was 2276. With the lowest threshold (25%), we still could use 1984 tiles. It appears that this difference,
292 tiles representing 13% of the original dataset, was not critical regarding other aspects discussed
below. Hence, no influence of the no data has been demonstrated.

The use of a lithological filtering seems to decrease by a few percent the precision of our results.
It is not what was expected as the idea was to decrease the risk of false negative in our dataset by
avoiding tiles on lithologies associated with gossans. Two reasons to explain this result could be
proposed. It is possible that avoiding large areas led to a set of tiles that was not representative of our
whole data. Hence, the model could have been confused by a biased negative dataset. It is also possible
that this unexpected result came from the way we chose the lithology to avoid. Indeed, we avoided
tiles on lithologies where we found the highest count of gossans. We were aware that a bias could
arise from this method: the larger the area, the higher the count. This way, we avoided lithologies
not necessarily associated with gossans. So, we also tried to normalize these counts by the lithologies
areas. Instead of having a gossan count “per lithology”, we obtained a gossan count “per lithology per
surface unit”. But a huge artefact arose from this method. Some lithologies were present in small areas
in our six clusters. Hence, even with a few gossans on these lithologies, their counts per unit of area
were drastically exaggerated. So, this normalization was discarded.

In the literature, it is common to see precisions higher than 90% [31,44] with several classes.
What could explain that our best model reached 77% with two classes?

Our first approach to detect the presence of gossans in the Canadian Arctic was using known
bands ratios to highlight them. The band ratio the 660/490 nm (B4/B2 with Landsat 8) from [3] and
the ratio 1610/865 nm (B6/B5) from [21] were tested. The use of the IFD index from [22,23] was also
explored. This index highlights the absorption feature of iron in the near infrared (NIR) band (positive
IFD values indicate an absorption). It is calculated by:

IFD = rint(NIR) − r(NIR) (1)

where IFD denotes the iron feature depth index and r the reflectance. rint is the interpolated reflectance
calculated by:

rint(900nm) = r(750nm) + r(1250nm) − r(750nm) ∗
λ(900nm) − λ(750nm)

λ(1250nm) − λ(750nm)
(2)
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One can see on Figure 9 that these methods are highly effective in the two examples taken from
the literature. Gossans are clearly visible on each case, particularly with the IFD index. However,
the results on our six clusters are less convincing (Figure 10). Known gossans in our database seem
to show no correlation with the band ratio or the IFD. To highlight this observation, we dispatched
random points on the images and then extracted their ratio and IFD values. A scatter plot showing
B4/B2 versus IFD values allows to compare the repartition of the gossans and the random points in a
2D space. On five of our six clusters, the gossans are undistinguishable from the randomly placed
points. Only the cluster six offers a possible separability (Figure 11). Two explanations can be assumed.
First, most of our gossans are covered by some vegetation. Second, the occurrences of the gossans are
small compared to the spatial resolution, making their spectral contribution in a mixel (not spectrally
pure pixel) too small to be detected by these methods. Indeed, spectra of some gossans randomly
chosen show that some of them had a vegetation spectrum morphology (Figure 11). Low spatial
resolution and vegetation cover could also explain why the band ratioing and the IFD index failed
to highlight gossans in our region of study. Hence, the CNN must classify tiles despite showing no
apparent spectral common features. Moreover, the non-augmented data represent 2276 tiles only.
But training a CNN requires a big amount of labeled data. For a comparison, the SAT-4 dataset has
400,000 images [44]. Also, the tiles from SAT-4 have a high spatial resolution of 1 m per pixel showing
detailed features that could be associated with the labels.
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Figure 9. B4/B2 band ratio (a) and IFD (b) applied on the Khunayqiyah gossans in Saudi Arabia (long:
45.0794653; lat: 24.2805029). B4/B2 band ratio (c) and IFD (d) applied on the High Lake gossan in
Canada (bottom; long: −110.8473047; lat: 67.3826313). The gossans are highlighted by the brightest
pixels in both band ratio and IFD.
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Figure 10. B4/B2 band ratio (a) and IFD (b) applied on a part of our cluster 5 (top; long: −112.2914268;
lat: 66.59684054). B4/B2 band ratio (c) and IFD (d) applied on a part of our cluster 6 (Bottom; long:
−93.5884; lat: 79.3667). The red dots represent the known gossans locations. For the band ratio and the
IFD, the brightest pixels should have highlighted the gossans.
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Figure 11. Mean spectrum of all gossans with 6 randomly chosen spectra for the clusters 5 (a) and 6 (b)
(Offset for clarity). Vegetation spectrum added for comparison on the subfigure (a). Scatter plot of IFD
values versus band ratio values for the gossans and randomly placed points for the clusters 5 (c) and 6
(d). A slight separation is possible on the latter.
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As most of the gossans presented in this work do not show recognizable patterns of iron oxides
in their reflectance spectra and are undistinguishable from randomly placed points, we think that
achieving 77% of precision is a substantial improvement compared to PCA and band ratioing.

5. Conclusions

The remote detection of gossans in the Canadian Artic region to prioritize targets is the utmost
importance for different fields of study such as mineralogy, mining exploration, microbiology,
or exobiology. In this endeavor, we used satellite imagery from the Landsat 8 sensor OLI and
809 known gossans occurrences to construct labeled tiles (presence or absence of gossan). These data
were used to train a convolutional neural network to identify possible presence of a gossan in a tile.

Our work demonstrated that performing a minimum noise fraction before training the model
was useful and increased the precision up to 77% on the test dataset (228 tiles). We showed that
thresholding the no data proportion on tiles did not improve the precision. Results obtained from
the literature were compared with our data. We showed that gossans, assumed as occurrences of
yellow and red hues, was too restrictive to apply in our case. For example, a scatter plot of the values
of different band ratios for gossans versus random points showed how challenging the detection of
gossans could be in our region of study. For these reasons, achieving 77% precision is a success and the
method deserves further attention.

The results obtained herein could potentially be refined by modifying the input datasets or the
method. For example, higher spatial resolution imagery and digital elevation models could be used as
inputs. Such heavy datasets could be processed using tools such as “Google Colab” that offer online
GPUs computing capacity. Moreover, hyperspectral imagery is now available in certain regions since
the launch of the Precursore Iperspettrale Della Missione Applicativa (PRISMA) mission in 2019 by
the Italian Space Agency. This mission provides free hyperspectral imagery, in 237 spectral channels
between 400 and 2505 nm, that could provide less redundant information than the OLI dataset for the
minimum noise fraction transform used herein and could thus potentially increase the precision of
the model. However, the spatial coverage of this dataset is currently limited. In a future study, we
propose to use convolutional neural networks and evidential fusion on X data to increase the precision
of the model.
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